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ABSTRACT
This Diploma level of Interior Design final project is towards student understanding about the interior design project’s in the whole 
aspect that had been studied from the basic level until the design proposal presentation. The selected final project for my final semester 
is a proposed an upgrading work of Muzium Layang-Layang Pasir Gudang for Pasir Gudang Municipal Council at Bukit Layang-Layang, 
Jalan Bandar, 81700 Pasir Gudang, Johore. The museum authority itself has play a big role in providing and promoting national 
heritage of traditional kites making and flying toward the Malaysian citizen and foreigner. Thus it was an honor for me to get involved 
with the authority in making their museum as a part of my final years project. The concept and image is also apply to both interior and 
exterior to appeal the centre will be able to lure more tourists and visitors who were always keen in our aesthetic values in architecture. 
There were several researches done to succeed this tourist information centre final project, amongst them are site analysis, building 
analysis, interview, observation and case studies. All these studies have a purpose of identifying the existing weaknesses and also 
attempt to solve some of the problems that appear. These investigations will be implemented in the design process with the intention to 
gain an attractive design and also suitable with the Muzium Layang-Layang Pasir Gudang demands in terms of function and aesthetic 
value.
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&1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 FOREWORD
This is the report for the final course as part of regulation to hold a Diploma in Interior Architecture of Universiti Teknologi Mara. This 
course is the comprehensive training about design, where this level, the student is given a task to prepare a comprehensive design 
scheme based on research made and observation of certain issues or design problematic that exist in design process. This thesis is a 
report of proposed upgrading works Muzium Layang-Layang Pasir Gudang for Pasir Gudang Municipal Council at Bukit Layang-Layang 
Pasir Gudang, Jalan Bandar, 81700 Pasir Gudang as the title for the final project of Diploma in Interior Architecture.
The importance of this project is to increase the variety of design elements especially in upgrading a museum into a place and centre 
where all the data can be gathered meanwhile the design can be applied together. Today, there is a lot of number of museum in 
Malaysia but the large number of museum establishment does not mean that it can provide a good servive and space for the visitor to 
learn about a certain artifact and the information that it has offers.
There is still a number of museums that is not purposely design to suit the disabled people specification. This is quite discriminating, the 
museum should be more friendly toward all walks of life regardless the age and the physical appearance and limitation. Thus, in this 
new era, designer should optimize the accessibility and functionality in designing the museum.
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